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Abstract

Because the dentate gyrus serves as the first site for information processing in the hippo-

campal trisynaptic circuit, it an important structure for the formation of associative memo-

ries. Previous findings in rabbit had recorded populations of cells within dentate gyrus that

may bridge the temporal gap between stimuli to support memory formation during trace

eyeblink conditioning, an associative learning task. However, this previous work was

unable to identify the types of cells demonstrating this type of activity. To explore these

changes further, we did in vivo single-neuron recording in conjunction with physiological

determination of cell types to investigate the functional role of granule cells, mossy cells,

and interneurons in dentate gyrus during learning. Tetrode recordings were performed in

young-adult mice during training on trace eyeblink conditioning, a hippocampal-

dependent temporal associative memory task. Conditioned mice were able to success-

fully learn the task, with male mice learning at a faster rate than female mice. In the condi-

tioned group, granule cells tended to show an increase in firing rate during conditioned

stimulus presentation while mossy cells showed a decrease in firing rate during the trace

interval and the unconditioned stimulus. Interestingly, populations of interneurons dem-

onstrated learning-related increases and decreases in activity that began at onset of the

conditioned stimulus and persisted through the trace interval. The current study also

found a significant increase in theta power during stimuli presentation in conditioned ani-

mals, and this change in theta decreased over time. Ultimately, these data suggest unique

involvement of granule cells, mossy cells, and interneurons in dentate gyrus in the forma-

tion of a trace associative memory. This work expands our knowledge of dentate gyrus

function, helping to discern how aging and disease might disrupt this process.
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1 | INTRODUCTION

As the first region within the classic hippocampal trisynaptic circuit,

the dentate gyrus (DG) is an important region for the formation of

associative memories. The most numerous neuron type within DG are

granule cells (GCs), which are glutamatergic cells that make up the

densely packed granule cell layer (Amaral et al., 1990). GCs are

sparse-firing, and it is believed that these cells allow DG to perform
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pattern separation, which produces distinct neural connections for

unique memories (Neunuebel & Knierim, 2014; Yassa & Stark, 2011).

Optogenetic inactivation of GCs, and DG as a whole, has demon-

strated that the region is necessary to encode associative memories

(Bernier et al., 2017; Kheirbek et al., 2013). However, DG contains

another type of glutamatergic neuron, which are the large mossy cells

(MCs) located in the hilus, between the two blades of the granule cell

layer (Amaral, 1978). MCs and GCs have reciprocal connections to

modulate each other's activity, through both direct excitatory and

indirect inhibitory pathways (Jinde et al., 2013). While loss of MCs is a

common characteristic of epilepsy and brain injury, selective ablation

of MCs leads to impairment in a context discrimination task (Jinde

et al., 2012), inhibition of MCs impairs learning, but not memory

retrieval, on an object location task (Bui et al., 2018), and selective

excitation of MCs impairs acquisition of contextual fear conditioning

(Botterill et al., 2021). However, the functional role of MCs in associa-

tive learning has not been thoroughly examined. More broadly, the

relative contributions of MCs and GCs to memory acquisition in tasks

that directly require neither pattern separation, nor spatial navigation,

remains to be explored.

The DG also contains multiple types of interneurons (INs), which

receive input from GCs and MCs and are important for coordinating pop-

ulation activity within DG. Two of the major groups of INs within DG are

parvalbumin-expressing INs (PVIs) and somatostatin-expressing INs

(SOMIs). PVIs are fast-spiking and inhibit the axon-initial and perisomatic

domains of GCs (Hainmueller & Bartos, 2020). Meanwhile, SOMIs inhibit

distal dendrites of GCs, and some SOMIs send long-range axonal projec-

tions to regions such as CA3, CA1, and subiculum, which may support

information processing in neighboring hippocampal areas (Buckmaster

et al., 2002; Hainmueller & Bartos, 2020; Yuan et al., 2017). DG INs are

vital for regular functioning; for example, ablation of PVIs in ventral, but

not dorsal, DG produces depression-like behaviors in mice (Chen

et al., 2021). Additionally, inhibition of hilar GABAergic INs in dorsal DG

impairs spatial learning and memory in the Morris Water Maze task

(Andrews-Zwilling et al., 2012). However, the contributions of DG INs to

the formation of trace associative memories remain to be investigated.

Learning-related changes in DG were observed by Berger et al.

(1976) through use of multi-unit recordings in rabbits during delay

eyeblink conditioning. In this study, Berger et al. (1976) observed an

increase in cellular activity within DG very early in training that mim-

icked the behavioral response and preceded the behavioral activity in

time. Suter et al. (2018) built upon this work by performing single-unit

recordings from DG in rabbits during training on trace eyeblink condi-

tioning (tEBC). Two populations of DG cells were observed that

showed either an increase or decrease in firing rate that began at

onset of the conditioned stimulus (CS), and this change in activity per-

sisted through the trace interval until presentation of the uncondi-

tioned stimulus (US) (Suter et al., 2018). These data suggest a unique

role for DG in an associative learning task that does not directly

involve pattern separation. Specifically, these findings indicate that

there may be DG cells demonstrating persistent firing in vivo, which

would play an important role in memory formation by bridging the

temporal gap between stimuli. However, this work had several

limitations. Specifically, the identity of the types of DG cells making

up these populations was unknown, as histology alone is not sufficient

to determine what cell types were being recorded (GoodSmith

et al., 2017; Senzai & Buzsáki, 2017). Additionally, most of the rate

changes observed in Suter et al. (2018) were driven by cells with base-

line firing rates of >2 Hz, which is greater than the average baseline

firing rates of GCs and MCs and suggests that the majority of these

cells were INs (GoodSmith et al., 2017; Senzai & Buzsáki, 2017).

To build upon these previous findings, the current study makes use

of single-unit recording from DG in mice during training on tEBC, a

hippocampal-dependent temporal associative memory task. During tEBC,

an otherwise neutral CS is paired with an aversive US that causes a

reflexive eyeblink response, and the two stimuli are separated in time by

a stimulus-free trace interval. After repeated paired presentations of stim-

uli, the animal will start to close its eye prior to US onset, which is known

as the conditioned response (CR). It takes many trials for mice to fully

learn this task, which allows us to compare the rate of learning between

different groups and to investigate the changes in cellular activity relative

to behavioral expression of learning. Ultimately, we utilized the known

physiological differences between DG cell types (GoodSmith et al., 2017;

Senzai & Buzsáki, 2017) to determine what changes in activity were

occurring in which cell types during this behavioral task.

The goal of this study was to determine the learning-related

changes in activity of GCs, MCs, and INs in DG, using both male and

female mice. Ultimately, we found that GCs tended to show a

learning-related increase in firing rate during CS presentation while MCs

showed a learning-related decrease in activity during the trace and US

intervals. Interestingly, large learning-related increases and decreases in

activity were observed in populations of INs that spanned the trace inter-

val. These data suggest unique involvement of GCs, MCs, and INs in DG

in the formation of a trace associative memory.

2 | MATERIALS AND METHODS

2.1 | Animals

Animal care procedures were conducted in accordance with NIH

guidelines and as approved by the Northwestern University Institu-

tional Animal Care and Use Committee. C57BL/6J mice were

obtained from Jackson Labs (Stock # 000664) and housed in a North-

western University animal facility on a 14/10 light–dark cycle with ad

libitum access to food and water. Both male and female mice were

used in this study, and estrous cycle was not monitored, as previous

work has shown that difference in estrous cycle phase does not cause

greater variability in female mice (Fritz et al., 2017; Prendergast

et al., 2014). Animals were group-housed upon arrival and given at

least a week to acclimate to the facility before undergoing microdrive

implantation surgery. Following surgery all animals were housed indi-

vidually in cages without a wire-top to prevent damage to the microd-

rive implant. Animals were approximately 10–14 weeks old at the

beginning of behavioral training. Figure 1a depicts the complete

experimental timeline.
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2.2 | Microdrive implantation

For in vivo single-unit recording, we used the Neuralynx Halo-10-Mini

microdrive, which can support up to eight independently movable tet-

rodes. The microdrives were assembled according to the manufac-

turer's instructions. Tetrodes were made from tungsten wire

(California Fine Wire Co., Stock # CFW0011845) using the Neuralynx

Tetrode Assembly Station, and were not plated. Before implantation,

the impedance of each tetrode was tested in PBS using the nanoZ

system to confirm that wires were not shorted (<150 kΩ), and rinsed

with 70% ethanol before implantation.

To implant the microdrive, mice were kept in a surgical plane of

anesthesia with isoflurane. A craniotomy, approximately 2.5 mm in

diameter, was created centered at AP: �2.0 mm, ML: +1.5 mm. The

microdrive ground wire was wrapped around a stainless-steel screw

implanted in the skull above the cerebellum, and the microdrive was

positioned over the craniotomy with the tetrode tips touching the sur-

face of the brain. A layer of silicone grease (Danco) was applied sur-

rounding the space between the exit tip and craniotomy to prevent

adhesive from touching the tetrodes. The microdrive was secured in

place with Metabond adhesive (Parkell Inc.) and dental cement

(Coltene Hygenic Repair Resin). After cementing the microdrive in

place, subdermal wires were placed around the orbicularis oculi muscle to

measure eyeblink response via EMG activity. The ground wire for the

EMG was secured to a reference screw implanted in the skull anterior of

the coronal suture. Finally, two 3D-printed head-fixation bars were

cemented to the implant above the animal's ears. Upon successful recov-

ery from anesthesia, mice were returned to their home cage.

2.3 | Electrophysiology

The day following the implantation surgery, mice were placed in the

behavioral chamber and tetrodes were advanced daily (0.25–1 mm/

day) for approximately a week until reaching DG, as based on turn

count, firing characteristics, and local field potential (LFP) profile

(Bragin et al., 1995; Chi et al., 2016; GoodSmith et al., 2017). Electrical

signals recorded from the tetrodes were acquired using the Digital

Lynx SX system and recorded with Cheetah Data Acquisition Soft-

ware (Neuralynx, Inc.) for offline analysis with custom Python scripts.

For each animal a tetrode located outside of DG with little to no activ-

ity was used as a reference. Signals were sampled continuously at

32 kHz, and filtered between 300 and 6000Hz for single units and

between 1 and 400 Hz for local field potentials.

2.4 | Trace eyeblink conditioning

Following approximately a week of lowering tetrodes, the mice were

habituated to the training chamber for 2 days, for about 40 min per

day. If necessary, tetrodes were adjusted after completion of each

habituation session. The animals then underwent a total of 10 days of

training, during which the tetrodes were not adjusted. During tEBC, mice

were head-fixed atop a freely rotating cylinder (Heiney et al., 2014; Lin

et al., 2016).

Animals were divided into two groups: conditioned and pseudo-

conditioned (pseudo). Mice in the conditioned group received

50 paired trials per session. Each paired trial consisted of a 250-ms

tone (CS; 2 kHz at 70 dB) and a 30-ms puff of compressed nitrogen

delivered by a blunted 16-gauge needle directed at the cornea (US;

7.2 ± 0.2 psi). The two stimuli were separated by a 250-ms stimulus-

free trace interval, and the mean intertrial interval was 45 s (range of

30–60 s). Mice in the pseudo group received 100 trials per session;

consisting of 50 CS-only and 50 US-only trials, presented in a semi-

random order. The mean intertrial interval for the pseudo group was

22 s (range of 15–30 s). Air pressure and tone amplitude were cali-

brated each day prior to training using a manometer (Fisher Scientific)

and a sound meter (RadioShack), respectively. Custom LabView

F IGURE 1 Experimental design and histology. (a) Experimental
timeline for single-unit recording during tEBC. (b) Example of a raw
EMG trace from a mouse in the conditioned group, showing a well-
timed CR. Presentation of the CS and US are depicted by the gray
bars. (c) Sample histology, showing the recording site of a tetrode in
the lower blade of DG (black arrow). CR, conditioned response; CS,
conditioned stimulus; DG, dentate gyrus; tEBC, trace eyeblink
conditioning; US, unconditioned stimulus
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software was used to control stimuli presentation, data collection, and

data analysis. CRs were defined as EMG activity during the 200-ms

prior to US onset that was >4 standard deviations above baseline for

>15-ms, with the baseline being defined as 250-ms prior to CS onset.

An example of a well-timed CR is shown in Figure 1b. An animal was

considered to reach learning criterion when it showed CRs for at least

60% of trials within a session.

2.5 | Histology

Immediately following the final training session, mice were briefly

anesthetized with a ketamine-xylazine cocktail and current (12 μA for

8–12 s) was passed through tetrodes to create electrolytic lesions

using the nanoZ device and software. One week after the marking

lesions were made, the animals underwent an intracardial perfusion

with 0.1 M phosphate buffered saline (PBS) followed by 4% parafor-

maldehyde (PFA). The head was removed, with the microdrive implant

still in place, and stored in 4% PFA at 4�C. Approximately 72 h later

the brains were removed, rinsed with PBS, and stored in 30% sucrose

in PBS for cryoprotection. The brains were then sliced on a freezing

microtome to create 40 μm horizontal sections. Sections were

mounted onto Superfrost Plus slides (Fisherbrand), dried, stained with

cresyl violet, and viewed under a bright-field microscope to confirm

the placement of each tetrode. Only recording data from tetrodes that

were confirmed to be in DG through histological localization have

been included in the analysis and results, excluding one tetrode

located at the border of hilus and CA3. A sample image depicting the

recording site of a tetrode that was successfully located in DG is

shown in Figure 1c.

2.6 | Data analysis

Statistical analyses for learning curves were done with StatView, using

repeated measures ANOVA (rmANOVA) to compare learning curves

between groups and unpaired t-tests to compare groups on each day

of training, with a Bonferroni adjusted alpha level of 0.005 per test, to

determine statistically significant differences between groups for each

session.

Single units were isolated using MountainSort, an automated

spike sorting software package (Chung et al., 2017). Single units were

automatically separated based on the following parameters: firing rate

>0.05 Hz, isolation threshold >0.95, noise overlap threshold <0.015,

and peak signal-to-noise ratio threshold >1.5. Following isolation, the

average waveforms and clusters were visualized using MountainView.

Occasionally, manual adjustments were made by joining two or more

overlapping clusters, as based on the waveforms across all four tet-

rode wires and cluster overlap during visualization of the PCA fea-

tures. Each cell was then assigned an isolation score, from 1 (poor) to

5 (very good), based on its separation from other clusters as visualized

through PCA features, and whether there was noise present in the

waveforms. Cells with a score of less than 3 were excluded from

further analysis. Cells from male and female mice were combined, as

well as cells across all days of training.

Tetrode location was not used as a factor in determining cell

types, due to the fact that MCs and INs can produce large amplitude

spikes that can be recorded from outside the hilus (e.g., from a tetrode

in the GC layer) (Henze & Buzsáki, 2007; Senzai & Buzsáki, 2017).

Instead, based on the characterization of DG neuron types by previ-

ous studies (Senzai & Buzsáki, 2017), single units were initially classi-

fied based on their average spike width (taken at half the maximal

spike amplitude) and burst index. To calculate burst index, the sum of

the number of spikes in the 3–5 ms bins of the spike autocorrelogram

were divided by the average number of spikes in the 200–300 ms

bins. After plotting these two features, three clusters were manually

defined, based on the separation of cell types in Senzai and Buzsáki

(2017): putative excitatory neurons (ENs), wide-waveform interneu-

rons (wINs), and narrow-waveform interneurons (nINs).

ENs were further differentiated into GCs and MCs by plotting

their average baseline firing rate against the average spike width for

cells with average baseline firing rates less than 3 Hz, as based on the

average firing rates of MCs and GCs in vivo (GoodSmith et al., 2017;

Neunuebel & Knierim, 2014; Senzai & Buzsáki, 2017). Two clusters

were then produced using k-means clustering in MATLAB, and manu-

ally adjusted; the cluster with mean firing rates less than 0.8 Hz was

considered putative GCs, and the cluster with firing rates greater than

0.8 Hz was considered putative MCs. The average spike widths, base-

line firing rates, and burst indices were compared between GC, MC,

wIN, and nIN using unpaired t-tests (GraphPad Prism). Twenty cells

from the putative EN group had baseline firing rates greater than

3 Hz, and were excluded from further analyses due to the ambiguity

of the identity of these cells with high burst indices and high firing

rates. Most likely, this group is comprised of multiple cell types, such

as IN outliers, immature neurons, and/or semilunar granule cells.

For each cell, a peristimulus time histogram and raster plot were

generated. The average firing rate of each cell during the CS, trace,

and US intervals was evaluated using the Mann–Whitney U test to

determine statistically significant changes compared to its baseline fir-

ing rate. Cells were then classified as either rate-increasing or rate-

decreasing, based on their change in activity during the CS, trace, and

US periods. The percentage of cells that showed either kind of rate

change (increase or decrease) was compared between conditioned

and pseudo mice using Fisher's exact test (GraphPad Prism).

For each of the four cell types (GCs, MCs, wINs, and nINs) from con-

ditioned animals, the activity of rate-increasing and rate-decreasing cells

was averaged and plotted in a peristimulus time histogram relative to the

average activity of cells from pseudoconditioned animals. To more accu-

rately compare the responses between cells from conditioned and pseudo

mice, the first 1 s of activity (trial start through trace) in the pseudo histo-

grams consisted of the average activity from CS-only trials, while the

remaining 0.5 s (US onset to trial end) depicts the average activity from

US-only trials (Suter et al., 2018). Average activity was compared between

cells from conditioned and pseudoconditioned animals using a rmANOVA,

with four 250-ms time intervals as the repeated measures: baseline

(250-ms before CS onset), CS presentation, the trace interval, and US
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TABLE 1 Statistics table

Description Type of test Sample size Statistical data

Figure 2: comparison

of conditioned and pseudoconditioned

groups

Conditioned vs. pseudo habituation rmANOVA Cond: n = 23

Pseudo: n = 10

Group:

F = 0.27

p = .61

Interaction:

F = 0.009

p = .92

Conditioned vs. pseudo training rmANOVA Cond: n = 23

Pseudo: n = 10

Group:

F = 16.61

p = .0003

Interaction:

F = 2.55

p = .0079

Cond vs. pseudo training Unpaired t-test Cond: n = 23

Pseudo: n = 10

T1: p = .17

T2: p = .0063

T3: p = .0007

T4: p = .0004

T5: p = .0048

T6: p = .046

T7: p = .0039

T8: p = .0002

T9: p = .0041

T10: p = .0003

Male vs. female; pseudo habituation rmANOVA Male: n = 4

Female: n = 6

Group:

F = 0.097

p = .76

Interaction:

F = 0.035

p = .86

Male vs. female; pseudo training rmANOVA Male: n = 4

Female: n = 6

Group:

F = 2.50

p = .15

Interaction:

F = 0.79

p = .63

Male vs. female; conditioned

habituation

rmANOVA Male: n = 15

Female: n = 8

Group:

F = 2.26

p = .15

Interaction:

F = 1.87

p = .19

Male vs. female; conditioned training rmANOVA Male: n = 15

Female: n = 8

Group:

F = 0.99

p = .33

Interaction:

F = 2.82

p = .0040

Male vs. female; conditioned training Unpaired t-test Male: n = 15

Female: n = 8

T1: p = .043

T2: p = .0099

T3: p = .1337

T4: p = .024

T5: p = .36

T6: p = .63

T7: p = .88

T8: p = .61

T9: p = .72

T10: p = .97

Figure 3: comparison of recording

subgroups

and all animals

All vs. units; male Cond rmANOVA All: n = 15

Units: n = 4

Group:

F = 0.033

p = .86
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TABLE 1 (Continued)

Description Type of test Sample size Statistical data

Interaction:

F = 0.81

p = .61

All vs. units; female Cond rmANOVA All: n = 8

Units: n = 5

Group:

F = 0.45

p = .52

Interaction:

F = 0.63

p = .77

All vs. units; pseudo rmANOVA All: n = 10

Units: n = 5

Group:

F = 0.03

p = .86

Interaction:

F = 0.54

p = .84

Figure 4: comparison of single unit

properties

nIN vs. GC/MC/wIN; spike width Unpaired t-test nIN: n = 20

GC: n = 23

MC: n = 31

wIN: n = 25

GC: p < .0001

MC: p < .0001

wIN: p < .0001

GC vs. MC; baseline firing rate Unpaired t-test GC: n = 23

MC: n = 31

p < .0001

wIN vs. MC/nIN; baseline firing rate Unpaired t-test wIN: n = 25

MC: n = 31

nIN: n = 20

MC: p = .0001

nIN: p = .14

Burst index comparisons Unpaired t-test GC: n = 23

MC: n = 31

wIN: n = 25

nIN: n = 20

GC vs. MC:

p = .0091

MC vs. nIN:

p < .0001

nIN vs. wIN:

p < .0001

Figure 5: comparison of Percentage

Responsive Cells

Cond vs. pseudo; GC Fisher's exact test Cond: n = 13

Pseudo: n = 10

CS: p = .34

Trace: p = .49

US: p = .18

Overall: p = .67

Cond vs. pseudo; MC Fisher's exact test Cond: n = 19

Pseudo: n = 12

CS: p = .20

Trace: p = .47

US: p = .025

Overall: p = .13

Cond vs. pseudo; wIN Fisher's exact test Cond: n = 11

Pseudo: n = 14

CS: p = .0072

Trace: p = .0002

US: p = .41

Overall: p = .020

Cond vs. pseudo; nIN Fisher's exact test Cond: n = 7

Pseudo: n = 13

CS: p = .10

Trace: p = .0072

US: p = .33

Overall: p = .052

Figure 7: comparison of average cell activity Cond vs. pseudo; GC rate-increasing rmANOVA Cond: n = 3

Pseudo: n = 10

Group:

F = 6.54

p = .027

Interaction:

F = 3.52

p = .026

Cond vs. pseudo; GC rate-increasing Mann–Whitney U

test

Cond: n = 3

Pseudo: n = 10

Baseline: p = .74

CS: p = .028

Trace: p = .063

US: p = .18

Cond vs. pseudo; GC rate-decreasing rmANOVA Cond: n = 3 Group:

(Continues)
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TABLE 1 (Continued)

Description Type of test Sample size Statistical data

Pseudo: n = 10 F = 0.085

p = .78

Interaction:

F = 0.43

p = .73

Cond vs. pseudo; MC rate-increasing rmANOVA Cond: n = 2

Pseudo: n = 12

Group:

F = 6.93

p = .022

Interaction:

F = 3.42

p = .027

Cond vs. pseudo; MC rate-increasing Mann–Whitney U

test

Cond: n = 2

Pseudo: n = 12

Baseline: p = .86

CS: p = .029

Trace: p = .14

US: p = .068

Cond vs. pseudo; MC rate-decreasing rmANOVA Cond: n = 13

Pseudo: n = 12

Group:

F = 3.52

p = .073

Interaction:

F = 4.94

p = .0036

Cond vs. pseudo; MC rate-decreasing Mann–Whitney U

test

Cond: n = 13

Pseudo: n = 12

Baseline: p = .79

CS: p = .11

Trace: p = .0083

US: p = .0071

Cond vs. pseudo; wIN rate-increasing rmANOVA Cond: n = 9

Pseudo: n = 14

Group:

F = 14.85

p = 0.0009

Interaction:

F = 5.57

p = 0.0019

Cond vs. pseudo; wIN rate-increasing Mann–Whitney U

test

Cond: n = 9

Pseudo: n = 14

Baseline: p = .10

CS: p = .0051

Trace: p = .0038

US: p = .0046

Cond vs. pseudo; wIN rate-

decreasing

rmANOVA Cond: n = 2

Pseudo: n = 14

Group:

F = 1.31

p = .27

Interaction:

F = 2.95

p = .044

Cond vs. pseudo; wIN rate-

decreasing

Mann–Whitney U

test

Cond: n = 2

Pseudo: n = 14

Baseline: p = .34

CS: p = .63

Trace: p = .096

US: p = .057

Cond vs. pseudo; nIN rate-increasing rmANOVA Cond: n = 7

Pseudo: n = 13

Group:

F = 0.050

p = .83

Interaction:

F = 3.79

p = .015

Cond vs. pseudo; nIN rate-increasing Mann–Whitney U

test

Cond: n = 7

Pseudo: n = 13

Baseline: p = .32

CS: p = .55

Trace: p = .66

US: p = .45

Figure 9: theta power analysis CS vs. baseline; Cond rmANOVA n = 9 Group:

F = 18.35

p = .0011
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interval (250-ms after US onset). If rmANOVA revealed a significant inter-

action between group and time, post-hoc Mann–Whitney U tests were

done to test for significant differences during each of the four time

periods. The above analyses were completed using StatView.

To investigate whether the data could be skewed by oversam-

pling the same cells across multiple days of training, a subgroup analy-

sis was completed by only including cells from 1 day of training from

each tetrode. For each tetrode, only the day with the most cells was

included. If multiple days had the same number of cells, a day was

chosen at random. The percentage of cells that showed a significant

change in activity during the CS, trace, and/or US intervals were com-

pared between conditioned and pseudo mice.

To examine changes in theta activity over the course of training,

LFP data was filtered to the theta band in mice (4–10 Hz) (Senzai &

Buzsáki, 2017) and theta power was calculated. Each trial was normal-

ized relative to baseline (500-ms prior to CS), and then the trials were

averaged to produce the mean for each day of training. Finally, mean

theta power was averaged across animals for each session, using data

collected from one tetrode per animal (the tetrode with the largest

theta amplitude). Data from male and female mice were combined,

and theta power was analyzed relative to the day each animal reached

learning criterion to account for differences in rate of learning.

Repeated measures ANOVA tests were completed with StatView to

compare the change in theta power across days during CS

TABLE 1 (Continued)

Description Type of test Sample size Statistical data

Interaction:

F = 3.16

p = .022

CS vs. baseline; Cond Paired t-tests n = 9 C � 2: p = .0019

C � 1: p = .0057

C: p = .0016

C + 1: p = .0003

C + 2: p = .0092

US vs. baseline; Cond rmANOVA n = 9 Group:

F = 5.40

p = .039

Interaction:

F = 2.95

p = .029

US vs. baseline; Cond Paired t-tests n = 9 C � 2: p = .047

C � 1: p = .056

C: p = .0047

C + 1: p = .044

C + 2: p = .0046

CS vs. baseline; pseudo rmANOVA n = 5 Group:

F = 3.28

p = .11

Interaction:

F = 0.42

p = .92

US vs. baseline; pseudo rmANOVA n = 5 Group:

F = 21.15

p = .0018

Interaction:

F = 1.88

p = .068

US vs. baseline; pseudo Paired t-tests n = 5 T1: p = .047

T2: p = .040

T3: p = .031

T4: p = .033

T5: p = .038

T6: p = .087

T7: p = .045

T8: p = .032

T9: p = .044

T10: p = .047

Abbreviations: Cond, conditioned; CS, conditioned stimulus; GC, granule cell; MC, mossy cell; nIN, narrow-waveform interneuron; pseudo,

pseudoconditioned; rmANOVA, repeated measures ANOVA; US, unconditioned stimulus; wIN, wide-waveform interneuron.
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presentation, trace period, and US presentation, relative to baseline.

Paired t-tests in MATLAB were used to test for significant differences

on individual days. Days that had data from at least eight of nine ani-

mals were included for theta power analysis for conditioned animals;

all days were included for pseudoconditioned mice.

Data are expressed as mean ± SEM, and, unless otherwise speci-

fied, p < .05 was considered statistically significant. A full list of statis-

tical tests and results can be found in Table 1.

3 | RESULTS

3.1 | Behavioral results

Male and female mice implanted with microdrives to record from DG

were trained for a total of 10 days on tEBC, receiving either paired

(conditioned group, n = 23) or unpaired (pseudo group, n = 10)

presentation of conditioned and unconditioned stimuli. EMG

activity was used to quantify the animals' behavioral responses,

and an animal was considered to have reached learning criterion

when it showed CRs for at least 60% of trials within any session.

The conditioned group received 50 paired trials per day and

reached criterion on day 5 of training (“T5”), on average, while

the pseudo group received 100 trials of unpaired stimuli per day

and did not reach criterion (Figure 2a). There was no significant

difference in performance (i.e. % CRs) during habituation

(F[1, 31] = 0.265, p = .61), but there was a significant difference

in performance between the conditioned and pseudo groups dur-

ing training (F[1, 31] = 16.61, p = .0003), as well as a significant

interaction between group and training day (F[9, 279] = 2.55,

p = .0079). Unpaired t-tests revealed a significant difference

between the two groups that started on the third day of training

(“T3”) (p = .0007) and continued until the final day of training

(p = .0003). A complete list of p-values can be found in Table 1.

There was no significant difference between male and female

mice in the pseudo group during either habituation (F[1, 8] = 0.097,

p = .76) or training (F[1, 8] = 2.49, p = .15). While there was no over-

all significant difference between male and female conditioned mice

during habituation (F[1, 21] = 2.26, p = .15) and training (F

[1, 21] = 0.99, p = .33), there was a significant interaction of sex and

day of training (F[9, 189] = 2.82, p = .0040), as male mice learned fas-

ter than the females. On average, male mice reached criterion on day

3 of training (“T3”) while female mice reached criterion on day

7 (“T7”) (Figure 2b). After correcting for multiple comparisons, how-

ever, unpaired t-tests showed no significant difference between male

and female conditioned mice on any single training day.

After determining through histology which tetrodes were suc-

cessfully located in DG, only a subset of animals were used for single-

neuron and LFP analyses. There was no significant difference

between the behavior of these subgroups of animals and the behavior

of all animals, as shown in Figure 3 (male: F[1, 17] = 0.033, p = .86;

female: F[1, 11] = 0.447, p = .52; pseudo: F[1, 13] = 0.03, p = .86).

3.2 | Differentiating neuron types

After confirming which tetrodes were located in DG through histol-

ogy, single-unit data collected from a total of nine conditioned and

five pseudoconditioned animals were analyzed. The average impe-

dence of the tetrodes located in DG was 238.51 ± 9.27 kΩ. The full

breakdown of the number of cells from each group and from each sex

is shown in Table 2.

Initial classification of single units was done through plotting the

burst index against spike width for each cell (Figure 4a). Manually,

three clusters were determined; putative ENs had a high burst index,

wINs had a low burst index, and nINs had narrow spike widths and

intermediate burst indices. ENs were then further differentiated into

putative GCs and MCs based on their spike widths and baseline firing

rates (Figure 4b). Ultimately, nINs had significantly narrower spike

widths than the other cell types, and there was no statistically signifi-

cant difference in spike width between any of the other three cell

types (Figure 4c). As well, GCs had significantly lower baseline firing

rates than MCs, as expected based on the differentiation of these

cells types by firing rate. Both types of INs had significantly higher fir-

ing rates than both GCs and MCs (Figure 4d). Finally, all four types of

cells had significantly different burst indices, with GCs having the larg-

est and wINs having the smallest burst index (Figure 4e). A summary

F IGURE 2 Trace eyeblink conditioning in microdrive mice.
(a) Learning curves for all conditioned and pseudoconditioned animals.
(b) Learning curves for conditioned animals, separated by sex. Average
percent CRs are shown for each day, where “H” refers to days of
habituation and “T” refers to days of training. Error bars represent
SEM, and post-hoc unpaired t-tests were used to test statistical
differences for each day of training, with a Bonferroni adjusted alpha
level of 0.005 (* p < .005; ** p < .001). CR, conditioned response; DG,
dentate gyrus
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of the properties and number of cells from each group is shown in

Table 3.

3.3 | Single unit learning-related changes

All cells were classified as either rate-increasing or rate-decreasing

based on whether they showed a significant change in firing rate

during the CS, trace, or US intervals, relative to baseline. The per-

centage of cells that showed a significant rate change during one,

or any (“Overall”), of these time periods are depicted in Figure 5.

Ultimately, there was no significant difference between the percent-

age of GCs from conditioned and pseudoconditioned animals that

showed significant changes in firing rates. However, a greater per-

centage of MCs from conditioned animals showed significant

changes in activity relative to MCs from pseudo animals, specifically

during the US interval (p = .025). Additionally, wINs from condi-

tioned animals had a greater percentage of rate changing cells than

wINs from pseudo animals (p = .020); specifically, more wINs from

conditioned mice showed changes during the CS (p = .0072) and

trace intervals (p = .0002). Finally, a greater percentage of nINs

from conditioned animals showed significant changes in activity rel-

ative to nINs from pseudo animals during the trace interval

(p = .0072).

To ensure that the data were not skewed by oversampling the

same cells across multiple days of training, a subgroup of cells

were selected by only examining cells from a single day for each

tetrode (Figure 6a,b). The percentage of these cells that showed a

significant rate change during one or any of the behavioral time

periods are shown in Figure 6c. Ultimately, the results of the sub-

group analysis mirror the results of the full dataset. Specifically, a

greater percentage of MCs from conditioned animals showed sig-

nificant changes in activity compared to MCs from pseudo animals,

particularly during the US interval. Additionally, both wINs and

nINs from conditioned mice showed a greater percentage of rate

changing cells than INs from pseudo mice, particularly during the

trace interval.

The activity patterns of rate-increasing and rate-decreasing cells

from conditioned animals for each of the four cell types were aver-

aged and compared to the average activity patterns of cells from

pseudoconditioned animals to confirm that changes in activity were

not simply due to stimulus presentation (Figure 7). To provide the

most accurate comparison between groups, activity of cells from

pseudo mice was plotted as a composite line, combining CS-only trials

(0–1 s; trial start through trace interval) and US-only trials (1–1.5 s;

US onset to trial end).

Ultimately, GCs from conditioned mice showed a significant

increase in activity compared to GCs from pseudo mice (Group: F

[1, 11] = 6.54, p = .027; Interaction: F[3, 33] = 3.52, p = .026), and

this increase was statistically significant during CS presentation

(p = .028) (Figure 7a). Rate-increasing MCs from conditioned mice

also showed a significant increase in activity relative to MCs from

pseudo mice (Group: F[1, 12] = 6.93, p = .022; Interaction: F

[3, 36] = 3.42, p = .027) during CS presentation (p = .029). Rate-

decreasing MCs from conditioned animals showed a significant

decrease in activity relative to MCs from pseudoconditioned animals

(Group: F[1, 23] = 3.52, p = .073; Interaction: F[3, 69] = 4.94,

p = .0036), and this difference was statistically significant during the

trace (p = .0083) and US (p = .0071) intervals (Figure 7b).

Both wINs (Group: F[1, 21] = 14.85, p = .0009; Interaction: F

[3, 63] = 5.57, p = .0019) and nINs (Group: F[1, 18] = 0.050,

p = .8254; Interaction: F[3, 54] = 3.79, p = .015) from conditioned

animals showed significant increases in activity relative to INs from

F IGURE 3 Recording data subgroup replicates overall behavior.
Learning curves for male conditioned mice (a), female conditioned
mice (b), and pseudoconditioned mice (c), comparing average percent
CRs between all animals (filled symbols) and animals that had single

units recorded from DG, as verified by histology (open symbols). “H”
refers to days of habituation and “T” refers to days of training. Error
bars represent SEM. CR, conditioned response; DG, dentate gyrus

TABLE 2 Summary of single-unit data composition

Conditioned Pseudoconditioned

Number of animals 4 M 5 F 3 M 2 F

Total cells 81 58

Cells from males/females 27/54 26/32

Abbreviations: F, female; M, male.
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pseudo mice. For wINs this increase was statistically significant during

the CS (p = .0051), trace (p = .0038), and US intervals (p = .0046)

(Figure 7c), while for nINs there was no statistically significant differ-

ence during any of the time intervals (Figure 7d). Rate-decreasing

wINs from conditioned animals showed a significant decrease in activ-

ity, relative to activity in INs from pseudo mice (Group: F

[1, 14] = 1.31, p = .27; Interaction: F[3, 42] = 2.95, p = .044), but

there were no significant differences between any of the time inter-

vals (Figure 7c).

Raster plots depicting activity of representative rate-increasing

and rate-decreasing cells from each group are shown in Figure 8.

3.4 | Theta power

For conditioned animals, theta power was analyzed relative to the day

that each animal reached criterion (day “C”), to account for different

rates of learning. In the conditioned group (n = 9), theta power was

significantly increased during CS (F[1, 12] = 18.35, p = .0011) and US

(F[1, 12] = 5.40, p = .039) presentation, relative to baseline (Figure 9).

There was also a significant interaction with day of training (CS: F

[4, 48] = 3.16, p = .022; US: F[4, 48] = 2.95, p = .029), reflecting that

these changes decreased from pre-criterion to post-criterion. Paired t-

tests showed that the change in theta power during CS presentation

F IGURE 4 Firing properties of dentate gyrus cell types. (a) Plotting burst index against spike width for each cell yielded three clusters:
putative excitatory neurons (EN; n = 74), narrow-waveform interneurons (nIN; n = 20), and wide-waveform interneurons (wIN; n = 25).
(b) Excitatory neurons were further differentiated into mossy cells (MC; n = 31) and granule cells (GC; n = 23) by plotting their average baseline
firing rate against spike width. (c) nINs have a significantly narrower average waveform than each of the three other cell types. (d) By definition,
GCs have a significantly lower baseline firing rate than MCs. Both groups of interneurons have significantly higher baseline firing rates than GCs
and MCs. (e) All four groups of cells had significantly different burst indices. Error bars represent SEM and unpaired t-tests were used to compare
groups (* p < .05; *** p < .001)

TABLE 3 Summary of single-unit
data by cell type

GC MC wIN nIN

Baseline firing rate (Hz) 0.43 ± 0.035 1.67 ± 0.097 6.16 ± 1.20 9.09 ± 1.55

Spike width (ms) 0.16 ± 0.0054 0.18 ± 0.0058 0.18 ± 0.0098 0.12 ± 0.0035

Burst index 43.99 ± 8.68 21.86 ± 2.95 1.35 ± 0.20 2.78 ± 0.23

Total cells 23 31 25 20

Cells from Cond/pseudo 13/10 19/12 11/14 7/13

Note: Data are presented as average ± SEM.

Abbreviations: Cond, conditioned; GC, granule cell; MC, mossy cell; nIN, narrow-waveform interneuron;

pseudo, pseudoconditioned; wIN, wide-waveform interneuron.
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was significant for all days. The change in theta power during US pre-

sentation was significant for every day except for the day before cri-

terion (“C � 1”; p = .056). In pseudoconditioned animals (n = 5), there

was no significant change in theta power during CS presentation, rela-

tive to baseline (F[1, 8] = 3.28, p = .11) (Figure 9). However, there

was a significant increase in theta power during US presentation (F

[1, 8] = 21.15, p = .0018), but there was no significant interaction

with day of training (F[9, 72] = 1.88, p = .068), meaning that this

change was consistent across days (Figure 9).

4 | DISCUSSION

This study used in vivo single-unit recording to investigate the

changes in different DG cell types during associative learning. After

histological confirmation of which tetrodes were located in DG, we

utilized the known physiological differences between DG cell types to

distinguish among MCs, GCs, wide-waveform INs, and narrow-

waveform INs (GoodSmith et al., 2017; Neunuebel & Knierim, 2014;

Senzai & Buzsáki, 2017). Ultimately these groups of neurons have

similar firing properties as shown in previous work (GoodSmith

et al., 2017; Neunuebel & Knierim, 2012; Senzai & Buzsáki, 2017),

with GCs having a more narrow waveform and lower baseline firing

rates than MCs, and INs having higher firing rates and lower bursti-

ness than both GCs and MCs. In the current data, putative GCs have a

significantly higher burst index than MCs which is in contrast to the

data from GoodSmith et al. (2022). A likely reason for this difference

is due to different approaches in calculating burst index/burstiness,

and the fact that cells in GoodSmith et al. (2022) were classified based

on their recording during sleep, while the current data classified cells

during active behavior.

Rate-increasing GCs from conditioned mice showed a significant,

and short latency, increase in activity during CS presentation while

rate-decreasing MCs from conditioned mice showed a temporally-

delayed, but significant decrease in firing rate during the trace and US

intervals. Interestingly, wINs from conditioned mice showed a large

increase in firing rate shortly after CS onset, and this increase in wIN

activity persisted through the trace and US intervals. Finally, nINs

from conditioned mice showed a significant increase in firing rate, rel-

ative to nINs from pseudoconditioned animals, but this change was

not statistically significant during any particular time period.

Figure 10 demonstrates a hypothetical functional interpretation

of the interactions of these changes in activity amongst the various

cell types. Specifically, entorhinal cortex (EC) passes stimulus

F IGURE 5 Percentage of significant rate-changing cells in conditioned and pseudoconditioned mice. Cells that showed a significant increase
(dark green/dark gray) or decrease (light green/light gray) in firing rate during the CS, trace, or US interval, as determined by Mann–Whitney
U test, are presented as a percentage of all cells within a group. Any cell that showed a significant change in firing rate during at least one of the

three time periods was included in the “overall” count. Differences between groups were calculated using Fisher's exact test (* p < .05; ** p < .01;
*** p < .001). CS, conditioned stimulus; US, unconditioned stimulus
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information on to GCs, which activates the increase in GC activity

during CS onset (Figures 7a and 8a). GCs then project to INs, which

coincides with the large increase in activity during the CS interval in

both wINs and nINs (Figure 7c,d). While the nINs tend to mirror the

activity patterns of rate-increasing GCs (Figure 8d), the wINs show a

persistent increase in activity through the trace and US intervals

(Figure 8c), which is likely due to repeated depolarizing inputs from

GCs and increased excitability of the INs as a result of learning. It has

been shown with biophysical approaches in brain slices in vitro that

associative learning enhances intrinsic excitability of hippocampal INs

in CA1 (McKay et al., 2013) and that DG INs, specifically parvalbumin-

expressing perisoma-inhibiting INs, are capable of persistent firing

(Elgueta et al., 2015). This persistent increase in activity of wINs likely

then leads to the observed decrease in MC activity during the trace

and US intervals (Figures 7b and 8b), due to the increased inhibitory

input. This decrease in MC activity should have a net excitatory effect

on GCs, promoting GC activity. Ultimately, GCs then send the pro-

cessed information on to the CA3 region of the hippocampus.

These current data converge with and expand upon previous

work done by Suter et al. (2018) that recorded from DG in rabbits

F IGURE 6 Subpopulation analysis shows similar trends as complete dataset. (a) Plot of burst index versus spike width for all cells shown in
open symbols. A total of 8 wINs, 7 nINs, and 16 ENs (8 GCs, 8 MCs) were included in the subgroup analysis, depicted by the filled symbols.
(b) Plot of average baseline firing rate versus spike width used to distinguish MCs and GCs; all data are shown by open symbols, and the cells
used for the subgroup analysis are represented by filled symbols. (c) Percentage of significant rate-changing cells within the subgroups for each
cell type. The number of cells from conditioned and pseudoconditioned animals, respectively, are as follows: GC: N = 4 and 4; MC: N = 5 and 3;
wIN: N = 3 and 5; nIN: N = 4 and 3. EN, excitatory neuron; GC, granule cell; MC, mossy cell; nIN, narrow-waveform interneuron; wIN, wide-
waveform interneuron
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F IGURE 7 Learning-related changes in rate-increasing (left panels) and rate-decreasing cells (right panels). Peristimulus time histograms for
GCs (a), MCs (b), wide-waveform INs (c), and narrow-waveform INs (d) depicting average activity from cells from conditioned animals (solid line)
that displayed an increase (left) or decrease (right) in firing rate during the CS, trace, and/or US interval. Average activity of cells from
pseudoconditioned animals (dashed line) are shown as a composite, combining CS-only trials (0–1 s) and US-only trials (1–1.5 s). Gray bars
represent timing of CS and US presentation. Average activity across time was compared between cells from conditioned and pseudo mice using
rmANOVA, and individual time periods were compared using post hoc Mann–Whitney U tests (* p < .05; ** p < .01). Shading represents SEM. CS,
conditioned stimulus; GC, granule cell; IN, interneuron; MC, mossy cell; US, unconditioned stimulus
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trained on tEBC. In Suter et al. (2018), there was a population of DG

cells from conditioned animals that showed a large increase in firing

rate during CS presentation, and this increase continued through the

trace and US. These changes were largely driven by cells that had

baseline firing rates between 2 and 10 Hz, and while these cells were

hypothesized to be MCs or immature neurons (Suter et al., 2018),

their activity closely aligns with the rate-increasing wINs from the cur-

rent study. Suter et al. (2018) also observed a population of cells that

showed a decrease in firing rate through the CS and trace intervals,

which is similar to the activity patterns of rate-decreasing MCs and

wINs in the current study. The limitation of Suter et al. (2018) was

that they were unable to distinguish the cell types that displayed

these activity patterns. Based on the physiological differences in DG

cell types (GoodSmith et al., 2017; Neunuebel & Knierim, 2014; Sen-

zai & Buzsáki, 2017), and the functional characteristics of the different

neuron types in the current study, we can infer that a large portion of

the DG cells presented in Suter et al. (2018) were INs.

It is interesting to consider the sequence of neuronal events

shown in the average firing rate histograms of Figure 7 and the exam-

ple raster plots of Figure 8 in relation to the functional diagram of the

dentate gyrus indicated in Figure 10. The GCs show the earliest

responses to input from the LEC perforant path as shown in the aver-

age neuronal firing histograms. GCs then project excitatory input:

(1) to the mossy cells and (2) to the interneurons which in turn recip-

rocally inhibit the granule cells as well as the mossy cells for the

remainder of the CS and through the trace interval. The IN inhibition

causes the persistent MC reduction in firing that lasts through the

trace interval. It will be interesting to further characterize these func-

tional interactions with a combination of single neuron electrophysiol-

ogy, cell type-specific excitation or inhibition driven optogenetically,

and/or miniscope recording of calcium transients in large numbers of

spatially contiguous neurons during and after learning of the trace

eyeblink conditioned response. Such approaches will give us a more

definitive description of the events occurring during the various por-

tions of trials as learning occurs.

The current study also investigated changes in theta power in DG to

determine how ensemble activity was affected by learning. We observed

a significant increase in theta power during both CS and US presenta-

tions in conditioned mice, and this change decreased across days, from

pre- to post-criterion. In the pseudo group, there was a large increase in

theta power during US presentation, and this change was consistent

across days. However, there was no significant change in theta power

during CS presentation in the pseudo group. These results are similar to

the data from Suter et al. (2018), who showed that in DG, theta power

increased during CS and US presentation in conditioned rabbits, but

decreased across days of training. Suter et al. (2018) also observed a

large increase in theta power during US presentation in

pseudoconditioned animals, as was shown in the current study. Interest-

ingly, however, Suter et al. (2018) observed a significant increase in theta

power during CS presentation in pseudo animals, while the current study

found no significant change in theta power during CS-only trials. A rea-

son for this difference could be due to the different stimuli used in each

study. Suter et al. (2018) made use of a whisker vibration while the cur-

rent study employed a tone as the CS. Because whisker stimulation is

more biologically relevant to lagomorphs than a neutral tone, the infor-

mation regarding a whisker vibration may be more likely to be passed on

to the hippocampus than a tone, even when it is not learning-related.

Kitamura et al. (2015) showed that inhibiting ocean cells, which

are medial EC cells that project to DG, during trace fear conditioning

has no behavioral effect, while inhibiting island cells, which are medial

EC cells that project directly to CA1, impairs temporal associative

learning. These results suggest that the pathway from medial EC to

DG is not necessary for trace learning, but other studies have shown

that the DG is still involved in trace fear conditioning. Specifically, Gil-

martin and McEchron (2005) observed a progressive increase in

learning-related activity in DG neurons over time during trace fear

conditioning, and Pierson et al. (2015) found that infusion of the

AMPA/kainite receptor antagonist CNQX into DG, to inhibit the

region, impaired expression of trace fear conditioned memories.

Therefore, based on these past studies and the current study that

shows clear learning-related changes within DG during tEBC, we

hypothesize that it is the connection between lateral EC and DG that

drives the involvement of DG in trace memory formation. The impor-

tance of lateral EC, and subsequently its downstream projections to

DG, is supported by observed changes in lateral EC activity during

tEBC (Suter et al., 2018) and the fact that inhibition of lateral EC dur-

ing training impairs acquisition of differential tEBC (Yu et al., 2021).

Perhaps most striking is the large increase in activity in wINs from

conditioned animals that spans the CS, trace, and US intervals. This

increased inhibitory tone likely exerts its effect on both local and dis-

tant circuits, and could promote temporal bridging of information by

inhibiting other INs. Within DG, this inhibition can serve to refine

which GCs are activated by the incoming stimulus information, as

both PVIs and SOMIs have been shown to regulate GC input transfor-

mations (Lee et al., 2016; Yuan et al., 2017), as well as help control

the timing of GC activity (Royer et al., 2012; Savanthrapadian

et al., 2014). Additionally, some SOMIs within DG project to other

regions of the brain, including CA1, CA3, subiculum, and medial sep-

tum (Buckmaster et al., 2002; Yuan et al., 2017). Therefore, these

external connections may also contribute to learning through inhibit-

ing or refining activity of other brain regions. For example, in rabbits

trained on delay eyeblink conditioning, cellular activity in medial sep-

tum only shows an increase during stimuli presentation (Berger &

Thompson, 1978), which may be partially influenced by inhibition

F IGURE 8 Raster plots of representative cells from conditioned mice. (a) Example rate-increasing (left) and rate-decreasing (right) GCs, both
recorded from day C. (b) Example rate-increasing (left) and rate-decreasing (right) MCs recorded from days C � 2 and C � 1, respectively.
(c) Example rate-increasing (left) and rate-decreasing (right) wide-waveform INs recorded from days C + 8 and C-4, respectively. (d) Example rate-
increasing narrow-waveform IN recorded from day C + 1. Gray bars represent CS and US presentation. Day “C” refers to the day that the animal
reached learning criterion. GC, granule cell; IN, interneuron; MC, mossy cell; US, unconditioned stimulus
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from DG INs to refine this response pattern. Additionally, pyramidal

cells recorded from CA1 during tEBC show various response patterns,

including an increase or decrease in activity that spans the trace inter-

val (Hattori et al., 2014; McEchron & Disterhoft, 1997; Weible

et al., 2006). Inhibition from DG could influence these response

patterns, and the increased CA1 activity could support temporal

learning by bridging the gap between stimuli.

Both male and female mice were used in the current study, and

we observed that while both sexes successfully learned, male mice

with the microdrive implant learned at a faster rate than female mice.

While past studies have demonstrated that female animals learn tEBC

faster than male animals (Dalla et al., 2009; Rapp, Weiss, et al., 2021), our

findings are in accordance with work that describes the effects of chronic

microdrive implantation on associative learning (Rapp, Hark, et al., 2022).

In Rapp, Hark, et al. (2022), male mice with microdrive implants learned

tEBC faster than female microdrive mice, and it was hypothesized that

this sexually dimorphic behavior was due to the neuroinflammatory

response caused by the craniotomy and tetrode implantation. The current

study shows the same trends in learning as this previous study, although

more work is necessary to confirm whether these sex differences can be

fully attributed to neuroinflammation.

The current study has some limitations, such as the low number of

neurons recorded from DG. While there were no apparent differences

in cellular responses between male and female mice, a larger number of

neurons would be necessary to definitively draw a conclusion regarding

sex differences. Similarly, more neurons from each day of training

would be necessary to make conclusions about how the changes in cel-

lular activity relate to behavioral expression of learning (e.g., pre-

criterion vs. post-criterion). Additionally, while we were able to separate

putative INs into two groups based on their firing properties, we are

unable to confirm the identities of these INs any further. Based solely

on their firing properties, we could hypothesize that the nINs we

recorded from are parvalbumin-expressing INs, while the wINs are

somatostatin-expressing INs. However, one would need to use juxtacel-

lular recording, optogenetics, or in vivo calcium imaging in order to

accurately determine which subpopulations of INs underlie the

learning-related changes observed in these data, as well as definitively

confirm the identities of GCs and MCs. Additionally, recording during

F IGURE 9 Theta power in DG during training. Conditioned animals (n = 9) show a significant increase in theta power during CS and US
presentation (CS: F[1, 12] = 18.35, p = .0011; US: F[1, 12] = 5.40, p = .039) that decreases from pre-criterion to post-criterion (CS: F
[4, 48] = 3.16, p = .022; US: F[4, 48] = 2.95, p = .029). Pseudoconditioned animals (n = 5) show a large increase in theta power during US
presentation (F[1, 8] = 21.15, p = .0018), but no significant change in theta power during CS presentation (F[1, 8] = 3.28, p = .11). Each row
represents a different day, where “C” refers to the day of criterion for conditioned mice and “T” refers to day of training for pseudo mice. CS,
conditioned stimulus; DG, dentate gyrus; US, unconditioned stimulus

F IGURE 10 Simplified DG circuitry. In conditioned mice, stimulus

information is passed to granule cells from entorhinal cortex.
Increased GC activity leads to direct excitation of INs, and after
repeated stimulation, wINs show persistent firing that spans the trace
interval. This persistent activity leads to a direct decrease in MC
activity during the trace and US intervals due to the increased
inhibitory inputs. Decreased MC activity should decrease the
excitatory drive arriving at INs, which would reduce the inhibitory
drive on GCs, ultimately promoting GC activity. Finally, GCs send
processed information to the CA3 region of the hippocampus. In this
diagram, “IN” represents both wINs and nINs. CS, conditioned
stimulus; DG, dentate gyrus; GC, granule cell; IN, interneuron; MC,
mossy cell; nIN, narrow-waveform interneuron; US, unconditioned
stimulus; wIN, wide-waveform interneuron
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sleep or open field testing (to determine the number of place fields)

would provide additional information that would be useful in distin-

guishing between GCs and MCs based on physiological properties alone

(GoodSmith et al., 2017; Neunuebel & Knierim, 2012, 2014; Senzai &

Buzsáki, 2017). Other useful approaches for differentiating cell types in

future studies may be examining gamma coupling of single units or

determining the spike autocorrelogram refractory gap for each cell

(Jung et al., 2019; Kim et al., 2020).

Drew et al. (2015) demonstrated that optogenetic stimulation of

adult-born neurons activates INs to evoke inhibitory input to mature

GCs, and that stimulation of these immature neurons in vivo reduced

the number of GCs activated by exploration. These data suggest a role

for adult neurogenesis in modulating INs to influence GC activity.

Additionally, Kheirbek et al. (2013) used optogenetic inhibition and

excitation of GCs to demonstrate the importance of dorsal GCs in

learning and ventral GCs in anxiety. Both of these studies show that

optogenetics is a powerful tool to investigate the DG circuit and

determine how DG cell types influence behavior.

Ultimately, the current study demonstrates clear learning-related

changes in GCs, MCs, and INs within DG during an associative learning

task. Specifically, GCs seem to carry stimulus information, while INs

undergo enhanced excitability over time, which may help refine distinct

neural connections during memory formation. While tEBC is not a direct

test of pattern separation, it is possible the task could still involve pattern

separation, as task performance requires the ability to discriminate

between the CS and other stimuli that were not specifically presented

during training (i.e., contextual stimuli in the environment surrounding the

mice during training). Regardless, these findings demonstrate unique

activity patterns in DG cell types during hippocampal-dependent, tempo-

ral associative learning. While further work is necessary to understand

how these changes in activity develop over the course of learning, these

data provide a base of knowledge on how DG contributes to associative

learning at the circuit level.
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